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JUNE SUMMER no.2 

Time: 60ms  

I.                                   

1. What ……….. awful restaurant! 

A. an   B. the   C. a   D. 0 

2. Hoa is in class 7A and....................... is Nam. 

  A. but  B. so   C. too   D. there  

3. Her old school  has ........................... of students. 

  A. lot  B. lots  C. a lots  D. many  

4. Please tell Nga I’ll ............................. her again after six. 

  A. speak B. say   C. tells  D. call 

5. Tell me ...................... your school, Lan. 

  A. of  B. in   C. at   D. about 

6. What is your .......................... name? It is Nguyen. 

  A. full B. second  C. family  D. third 

7. The radio is next ......................... the television. 

  A. to  B. on   C. at   D. with 

8. Mai: ................ can I find a literature book, please? Mrs. Lan: On that shelf. 

  A. Where B. Why  C. What  D. Which 

9. Van: ..................... is your telephone number Chi: It’s 846 502. 

  A. Where B. How  C. How many D. What 

10. Those students read and study ..................... the same time. 

  A. at  B. in   C. on   D. of 

 

II.                                     

1. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

- There are a sink, a tub and a shower in the bathroom. 

2. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

- No, there aren’t any books on the table. 
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3. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

- The oldest in my family is my grandfather. 

4. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

- He is a farmer. 

5. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

- They work in a factory. 

 

III.                                       

1. A nurse takes care ………… sick people. 

2. The books are ………… the bookshelf. 

3. They are waiting …………front of the theater. 

4. The lamp is next …………the picture. 

5. The picture is …………the wall. 

6. Can you see the cat…………the picture? 

7. My mother is cooking …………the kitchen. 

8. There are some books …………my desk. 

 

IV                                         

1. Trang (not be) …………………… in her room at the moment. She (cook) 

…………………… in the kitchen. 

2. Would you like (have) …………………… breakfast with eggs, please? 

3. Lien (not go) …………………… to the movie theater tomorrow. She (stay) 

…………………… at home and (watch) …………………… TV 

4. You (like) …………………… your new school, Mai? 

Yes, but I am unhappy because I (not have) …………………… many friends. 

5. Let’s (meet) …………………… at 7 o’clock in front of the park. 

6. I won’t go out now because it (rain) …………………… and I (not have) 

…………………… an umbrella. 
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V                                                  

A. Shine B. Night C. Kind D. Thin 

A. We B. Who C. Whether D. Warm 

A. Mechanic B. Chemistry C. Chair D. Christmas 

A. Teach B. Often C. Catch D. Tell 

A. Mind B. Mine C. Mint D. Light 

 

VI.                                                                            

          

 

 

John Robinson is an English teacher (1) ………… the USA. He (2) ………… 

English in a high school in Ha Noi. Now he is looking for an apartment (3) 

………… the school. There are three (4) ………… apartments. The first one is a 

big apartment. It’s comfortable, but it’s very (5) …………. The second one is (6) 

………… a lovely apartment, but it’s quite expensive, too. The last one is smaller 

than the other two, but it’s the (7) of the three. It has a bright living room, two 

bedrooms and a large, modern kitchen. Mr.Robinson thinks the third apartment is 

the (8) ………… suitable for his family. 

 

1. What does Mr.Robinson do? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Where is he from? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What is he looking for? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Which is the cheapest apartment? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Which is the most expensive? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

also     empty           near          from          cheapest           expensive          most              teaches 
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1, house / is / the market / far / to / from / how / it / Trang’s? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2, lives / street / grandparents / he / Hoang Quoc Viet / his / on / with. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3, many / old / students / my / have / doesn’t / class. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4, Mrs. / the boy / to / who / Quyen / talking / is ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5, smaller / new / old / her / house / Hoa’s / one / school / is /than. 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 


